Tracking and identifying persons in videos are important building blocks in many applications. For browsing of multimedia data or interactive investigation of surveillance footage it is not even necessary to uniquely identify a person. Rather it often suffices to find occurrences of a person indicated by the user with an exemplary image sequence. We present two systems in which the search for a specific person can be initiated by a sample image sequence and then be further refined by interactive feedback by the operator. In the first system, episodes of TV series have been processed offline and can be searched for occurrences of the different characters. The second system tracks people online in multiple cameras and makes the sequences immediately searchable from a central station.
INTRODUCTION
The massive explosion of multimedia content available on the internet, in our homes and on mobile devices calls for support in the search and retrieval of data of interest to the user. In the same way, video-based security systems monitor more areas than ever, generating vast amounts of Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, to republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. surveillance footage, far too much to be looked at, searched and categorized by any human operator.
One common possible application in both multimedia and surveillance scenarios is the search for occurrences of specific persons. In many cases it is not necessary to actually identify the person or (TV-)character by name, but only find occurrences of the same person/character as given by an example sequence. For example, the viewer of a movie or TV show might be interested to see other scenes with his or her favorite character. In the surveillance domain, a human operator might want to know where a suspicious person has been during the last 10 minutes.
The general objective of our systems is to find occurrences of specific persons in videos. We use facial appearance as feature in order to be independent of a person's clothing. This is important in the surveillance domain when the timespan of videos to be searched is longer than one day. It is also relevant in the multimedia domain since usually characters change their clothes several times during one episode or movie.
The person to be searched for does not need to be known and trained in in advance, but rather is specified by presenting the system with an example sequence of the person in question. Taking into account the different characteristics of multimedia and surveillance data, our two systems employ different strategies and techniques for the retrieval [1, 4] .
In the following, both systems and their usage will be briefly described.
SYSTEM OVERVIEW
The prerequisite for retrieving persons in videos is that they have been located beforehand. We employ detectorbased face tracking to find faces in videos and connect them to longer face tracks. One characteristic of TV shows and movies is that in general there are much more profile than frontal faces (usually the actor never looks directly into the camera). For surveillance data, rather the opposite is true. Cameras are often placed such that they see persons from the front, walking towards the camera (e.g. in a hallway, on a sidewalk, or in front of the banking counter). We take this into account by using a tracker which can handle profile views but is slower and less accurate for the multimedia system, and a faster, more accurate tracker for the surveillance system.
In both systems, facial features of a local appearance based approach [2] are used for face representation. In short, for 
Character retrieval in TV series
The video data of a TV series usually available long before a user starts the first retrieval. This allows for offline preprocessing: After extracting face tracks and computing facial feature vectors for each tracked face in each frame, we compute a global nearest-neighbor index of the facial appearance distances between all tracks.
A user can query the system by clicking on any tracked face in the running video. The full track associated with this face is used as the initial query set. The precomputed nearest-neighbor index allows to immediately report those tracks whose distances to the query set are smaller than a threshold.
If the user is not satisfied with the number of results, he can give feedback on a number of tracks suggested by the system. The user is asked whether these tracks show the person in question or not. The resulting positive tracks are used to enlarge the initial query set and repeat the search. 
Person retrieval in surveillance data
In contrast to the multimedia scenario, person retrieval in surveillance data should work without time-expensive preprocessing of the data. After all, an operator might want to query the system to determine where a suspicious person has been during the last 5 minutes. Hence it is critical that (i) the tracking and feature extraction work in real time and (ii) results to a query are available within 5 to 10 seconds. Due to this additional requirement, we cannot pre-compute a nearest-neighbor index as in the multimedia system.
Instead, we use the given example sequence to train a support vector machine (SVM) similar to approaches used for openset identification [3] . The SVM is then used to score each frame of each of the sequences in the database in order to find tracks close to the query track. This is very fast in practice (it takes less than 100 ms to search 1000 of possible 1 A demonstration video of the multimedia retrieval system can be found at http://cvhci.anthropomatik.kit.edu/projects/person-retrieval/ target tracks with a linear SVM, and about 3 seconds with a polynomial SVM).
The demo system consists of two capture stations and one retrieval station (cf. Figure 1) . The capture stations are equipped with one or more cameras to track persons in real-time. These correspond to the surveillance cameras in a surveillance deployment. The retrieval station can be used by the user to find sequences of himself in the database, as captured before in the capture stations.
A user can start the query by stepping in front of the retrieval station. The retrieval station automatically tracks the person standing in front of it and accumulates the data necessary to search for other tracks of the same person. In this way, we restrict the sequences a person can retrieve in the demo to the ones of himself, and deny random access to sequences of other persons.
As in the multimedia system, the user can refine the search by giving feedback on the results. Both positive and negative feedback is possible. The additional information is used to retrain the SVM and then retrieve more accurate results.
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